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Description

[0001] This invention relates to digital communica-
tions systems and in particular to systems embodying
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) tech-
nology is a flexible form of transmission which allows
any type of service traffic, voice, video or data, to be
multiplexed together on to a common means of trans-
mission. In order for this to be realised, the service traffic
must first be adapted typically into 53 byte cells com-
prising 5 byte headers and 48 byte payloads such that
the original traffic can be reconstituted at the far end of
an ATM network. This form of adaptation is performed
in the ATM adaptation layer (AAL).
[0003] A discussion of ATM adaptation of narrow
band traffic is given in specification No GB-A-2,290,433
(EP 9411944) which describes a system and method in
which an adaptive virtual junctor is used to adapt an
ATM switch to perform a narrow band .e.g. 64 kb/s,
switching function whereby to carry narrow band serv-
ices on a broadband network
[0004] As telecommunications networks increase in
complexity and carry increasing volumes of traffic, the
current procedures for setting up connections between
subscribers are limiting the performance of these net-
works. In particular, congestion may be caused by at-
tempting to connect to a subscriber who is already busy,
or by attempting to choose a route through an already
congested part of the network. Thus equipment and re-
sources can be wasted in attempts to set up calls which
cannot be completed. A further problem is that of scal-
ability. As the network expands to accommodate in-
creased traffic and a larger number of subscribers, there
is an increasing need to facilitate integration of new
equipment into an existing network without simply in-
creasing the congestion problem.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The object of the invention is to minimise or to
overcome these disadvantages.
[0006] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a distributed telecommunications
exchange system having independent call routing and
connection control for setting up connections across the
system.
[0007] According to another aspect of the invention
there is provided a telecommunications system, as de-
fined in claim 1.
[0008] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a distributed telecommunications
exchange system as defined in claim 11.
[0009] According to another aspect of the invention
there is provided a method of communicating resource

availability to maintain performance of a distributed ex-
change system under overload conditions as defined in
claim 13.
[0010] According to a further aspect of the invention
there is provided a method of routing telecommunica-
tions traffic in a system including an asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) network having uncommitted
bandwidth, and a plurality of adaptive grooming routers
(AGR) coupled to the ATM network, as defined in claim
14.
[0011] The technique provides for the separation of
call routing and connection control together with the ad-
vertising of the system status. This ensures a wide
range of scaleability so that the application of dynamic
trunking technology provides scaleability in a traffic
sense. Further, the separation of call routing and con-
nection control provides a distributed computing envi-
ronment which is scaleable and managed by this adver-
tisement resource. Because the distributed exchange
manages its own internal traffic, effectively it provides
means for balancing that traffic to the fabric and makes
its own internal routing decisions.
[0012] Reference is here directed to our co-pending
United Kingdom patent applications Nos. 9410294.4,
9410295.1, 9411944.0 and 9502552.4 which relate to
arrangements and methods for handling narrow band
traffic in an ATM communications network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings in
which:

Figure 1 illustrates an AGR network system that is
the preferred embodiment of a large dis-
tributed exchange system;

Figure 2 illustrates signalling separation in the net-
work of figure 1:

Figure 3 illustrates the provision of advanced serv-
ices in the network of figure 1 ;

Figure 4 illustrates the principle of dual homing and
diverse path routing external narrow-band
exchanges to the distributed exchange
system;

Figure 5 illustrates the connection of the large dis-
tributed exchange to a hierarchy of nar-
row-band exchanges;

Figure 6 illustrates an overview of handling a con-
nection set-up request and the roles of call
routing, connection control and voice-path
connection termed wormholes;
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Figure 7 illustrates the principle of using existing
N-ISUP signalling as the means for routing
calls across the distributed exchange sys-
tem at the Call Routing layer;

Figure 8 illustrates the principle of controlling rout-
ing and congestion in the Call Routing and
Connection Control layers;

Figure 9 shows a AGR protocol stack for the net-
work of figure 1;

Figure 10 illustrates a means for specifying a speech
path across the distributed exchange sys-
tem;

Figure 11 illustrates the functional topology of the
physically distributed exchange system;

Figure 12 illustrates an arrangement for determining
available trunk capacity on a Virtual Trunk
Route (VTR);

Figure 13 illustrates an arrangement for determining
a Virtual Trunk Group's (VTG) capacity;

Figure 14 illustrates an arrangement for advertising
congestion on a remote node's VTG in the
distributed exchange system;

Figure 15 illustrates an arrangement for advertising
congestion on a remote node's VTR in the
distributed exchange system;

Figure 16 illustrates an extension of the arrangement
of figure 13 for specifying available voice
band processor capacity;

Figure 17 illustrates a preferred signalling process to
create a speech path between AVJs in the
network of figure 1;

Figure 18 illustrates the information content required
to establish or remove a narrow-band con-
nection;

Figure 19 illustrates a method for tracing a narrow-
band connection through the large distrib-
uted exchange from a trunk circuit; and

Figure 20 illustrates the overall protocol for estab-
lishing a connection end to end in the lay-
ers Call Routing and Connection Control
and at physical layers;

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0014] Referring first to figure 1, this depicts the func-

tional architecture of the Adaptive Grooming Router
(AGR) network system. The AGR works on the principle
of a single fabric switch (SFS) incorporating a novel de-
vice an adaptive virtual junctor (AVJ), that adapts nar-
row-band traffic to and from the ATM adaptation layer
e.g. (AAL-1), and also provides the means to time switch
narrow-band channels. Using a standard ATM switching
fabric, the AVJ allows a fully scalable narrow-band ex-
change to be built, by communicating through the switch
fabric using a fully interconnected mesh of dynamically
sized trunk groups or virtual channel junctors (VCJ),
which gives a non-blocking space switching perform-
ance. The AGR extends the scale of this principle to the
wide area by using dynamically sized Virtual Trunk
Groups VTGs to construct a fully interconnected mesh
of AGRs that can dynamically adapt to the community-
of-interest in the wide area network. The network of
AGRs is termed an AGR network system, and functions
as a large distributed narrowband exchange, that at a
minimum can replace a single transit exchange, and at
a maximum replace the existing trunk/transit layers of
an hierarchical narrowband exchange network. The
term Adaptive Grooming Router (AGR) is used since the
node grooms traffic to/from local exchanges according
to instantaneous demand for a trunk/transit connection.
The VCJs and VTGs function on the principle of dynamic
structured data transfer (DSDT) to provide a end-to-end
narrowband connection capability, and the ability to per-
form path tracing.
[0015] The capacity of a single AGR node is depend-
ent on the size of the host ATM switch, the number of
connected AVJ devices and the capacity of the AVJ de-
vice itself. Further, the AVJ device can be dedicated to
perform either a trunking function (termination of syn-
chronous narrowband circuits) or a grooming function
(generation of traffic groups for transmission across the
WAN) equivalent to a tandem switching function of NB
networks. Therefore both the overall capacity of the
node and the mix of traffic (intra and inter node) can be
dimensioned according to need. For example, consider
a node built using 8,000 channel AVJ devices, hosted
to a 10 Gb/s ATM switch. A total of 11 fully interconnect-
ed AVJ devices with four dedicated to trunking and 7 to
grooming yields node with a total of 70,000 circuits
(32,000 TDM trunks and 48,000 WAN trunks). In this
configuration the node can terminate up to 48,000 Er-
langs of traffic from the synchronous local exchange
network with over 80% of this traffic capable of being
carried across the WAN. If however, the amount of WAN
traffic is less, then one or more of the grooming AVJ de-
vices could be sacrificed for a further trunking AVJ thus
increasing the amount of synchronous trunking capaci-
ty.
[0016] For AGR network resilience, a minimum of two
VTGs will interconnect all of the nodes within a network.
The capacity of the routes can be dimensioned accord-
ing to the communication demand - high capacity VTGs
connecting high traffic routes, 47 trunks and up and low
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capacity VTGs connecting low demand routes 6-46
trunks. In this manner the overall grooming capacity of
a node can be flexibly dimensioned to connect to either
a very large number of nodes (with modest traffic on
each route) or to a lower number of nodes (but with a
large amount of inter-nodal traffic or a mix of both. As
an example, consider the node described above, with
48,000 inter-nodal trunks. In one configuration this could
support 178 similar nodes each node interconnected by
two VTGs with an average capacity of 80 trunks (the
capacities of the individual VTGs can of course dynam-
ically increase and decrease according to demand). In
this manner a network capacity of over 5,000,000 nar-
rowband trunks can be supported with over 80% of this
traffic able to traverse the WAN at any one time.
[0017] Figure 1 also shows the manner in which the
AGR node provides e.g. N-ISDN SS7 signalling capa-
bility and call routing.
[0018] The arrangement provides a means for estab-
lishing, maintaining and removing connections in an
AGR network. The AGR network system is controlled
from a proxy call routing server in an ATM network to
provide new services to users in the network, stemming
directly from the aforementioned separation of call rout-
ing from connection control which is illustrated in figure
2 which illustrates the manner in which adaptating sig-
nalling physical layers to ATM allows evolution from STP
based signalling to signalling as an ATM network serv-
ice.
[0019] Figure 3 illustrates the principle of an AGRNS
that provides a connection engine, controlling narrow-
band connections between endpoints specified by the
local Call Routing subsystem, or by a proxy server.
Therefore the proxy server may implement signalling
systems that go beyond the capabilities of the N-ISDN
SS7 signalling subsystem in the AGR node, and provide
for example multimedia services and control the point-
to-multipoint hardware capability of the AGR. In the ex-
ample illustrated, the D channels of ISDN Primary Rate
Access are routed to a frame processor located in the
ATM network, accessed by a Virtual Channel Connec-
tion. The frame processor takes HDLC frames and
adapts them to/from AAL-5. The D channels may carry
HDLC frames that are adapted to the broadband MTP-
2 protocol Signalling ATM Adaptation Layer (SAAL) and
then routed to the proxy server. The HDLC frames may
contain any layer 3 or higher layer of the OSI model as
signalling messages for direct interpretation by the soft-
ware within the proxy server. These messages are
translated into commands that use the Applications In-
terface of the connection control of the AGR node or are
formed into SS7 messages or any other suitable proxy
signalling protocol that can be interpreted by the Con-
nection Control layer of the AGR software to instruct it
to control narrow-band connections between specified
endpoints. By separating the service aspect from the
connection aspect in this manner, new services may be
made available in the network.

[0020] Referring now to figure 4, this illustrates the
principle of dual homing of narrow-band exchanges to
the AGR network system. In hierarchical narrow-band
transit networks, a local exchange in the lowest tier must
prioritise its traffic across many small routes depending
on geographical destination of a call and traffic conges-
tion levels. Since the AGR network system performs a
grooming and dynamic handling of traffic demand, the
local exchange can now simply "hook on" to the AGR
network system using a large voice route. The large
voice route has increased Erlang efficiency, and provid-
ing two large voice routes provides a degree of resil-
ience if the traffic is balanced across the two routes. The
AGR network system can also make use of the dual
homing facility to balance traffic internally, since there is
a choice of destination AGR when communicating with
any dual homed narrow-band local exchange.
[0021] Figure 5 illustrates the connection of the
AGRNS into an existing narrow-band network hierarchy
of exchanges. In such a narrow-band network it is tra-
ditional to provision the network to have a choice of
routes with priority given to the most direct route be-
tween exchanges. However the routes will be sized
such that they experience a differing degree of blocking
probability that decreases with decreasing priority, such
that a backbone route via exchanges in the highest tier
has a much lower blocking probability than routes direct-
ly between local exchanges. The AGRNS may be de-
ployed to replace just one such exchange in tiers 2 or
3, or to provide a backbone narrowband network using
ATM transport that could replace part or all of the nar-
rowband transport and exchanges. This would ultimate-
ly form a single tier transit network. Consequently, the
AGRNS must in general be able to cope with the prior-
itisation of voice routes that connect it to the narrowband
transit hierarchy. These voice routes would suffer con-
gestion because of occupancy and also exchange proc-
essor activity, as described in the ITU White Book
Standards on SS7. Internally the AGRNS must cope
with the shared utilisation of the ATM transport and with
the blocking caused by fragmenting its grooming capac-
ity across a number of physical devices. The load bal-
ancing arrangement shown in figure 5 exploits the dual
or multi-homed connectivity in the narrowband network
to even out traffic occupancy on external voice routes
and internal trunk groups so as delay the onset of con-
gestion and maintain carried traffic levels under over-
load conditions by rejecting offered traffic at the periph-
ery of the AGRNS.
[0022] Reference is now made figures 6 to 20 which
illustrate stages of the connection set up in the network
of figure 1 in response to a set up request. The diagram
of figure 6 shows two separate functions, call routing
and connection control. Figure 6 also shows the stages
of progression of the call. The incoming initial address
message (IAM), which may comprise the initial address
message of the SS7, goes to call routing which makes
decisions based on a digit analysis by using as many
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digits as it needs to determine the outgoing voice route
or set of voice routes in the narrowband network and it
may, if necessary, wait for other signalling messages.
Once call routing has chosen the candidate set of voice
routes it can then make decisions based on static prior-
itisation of those voice routes. I.e. a voice route through
a local exchange can be used in preference to one
through a transit exchange, which preferably is used
less often. The call routing then makes an assessment
of congestion on those voice routes. This could either
be a total circuit occupancy of the voice route or it could
be congestion associated with an exchange and the
processing power it has. available to handle signalling
messages, e.g. in accordance with ITU standards on
SS7. It will be appreciated that congestion can arise
both from excess voice route utilisation which is using
up circuits in those voice routes and from exchange
loading which is a congestion indication which is ex-
change specific but not necessarily associated with the
voice route which is to go between the AGR network
system and the exchange.
[0023] Connection control is responsible for ensuring
that a connection can be made between the end points
P and Q through the AGR network system. Messages
can be passed from call routing (CR) to connection con-
trol (CC) which can then eliminate routes with respect
to internal congestion, or may be continually passed
from connection control to CR such that call routing may
eliminate candidate routes in priority order. Internal con-
gestion can be due to having to share the ATM network
with other types of traffic so that voice traffic demands
have to compete with other demands for the same re-
sources, and also because inherently in the design of
the AGR there is a fragmentation of resources in the
physical devices. Whilst there may be a certain amount
of capacity available on a pooled resource, it may in fact
be fragmented over a number of physical devices and
therefore steps should be taken to balance the load be-
tween the physical devices. It is possible to arrive at a
situation where the carrying capacity is much less than
the design capacity because this capacity cannot be ac-
cessed fully as a result of fragmentation. In such circum-
stances connection control eliminates the correspond-
ing route and then passes the message back to call rout-
ing for forwarding to a destination AGR.
[0024] Thus, the destination AGR choice is based on
the highest priority accessible, reachable, voice route
which immediately identifies the AGR from which that
voice route emanates so from that point on signalling
messages are forwarded to the outgoing (OG) call rout-
ing on the other side of the network. At that stage the
outgoing Call Routing is responsible for determining
whether it can make a particular trunk circuit selection.
A voice route consists of many trunk circuits, so call rout-
ing has to deal with the possible race conditions of in-
coming signalling on that side which may want to select
the same voice circuit, because they are both way cir-
cuits, from that same voice route. There may be various

circuit selection policies. Call routing monitors the
progress of those signals and will then perform the final
selection of the trunk circuit in that given voice route with
respect to whether there is a race condition, which is
termed glare, and also taking into account whether cer-
tain circuits are out of service, not provisioned, or the
type of call, e.g. whether it is a test call. Once the circuit
has been selected, call routing passes this information
to connection control and begins the third stage of the
process to actually connect the voice path between the
end points P and Q, either in a unidirectional or bi-direc-
tional manner in the network system, this being referred
to as a worm which is a specification of the nodes that
the voice path will pass through. The content of the
worm specifies the connection of the circuit at each
stage of the connection in turn from trunking AVJ to
grooming AVJ and back from grooming AVJ to trunking
AVJ in the other remote AGR. Essentially the mecha-
nism is driven by the worm being passed forward in a
chain and then passed back as a form of acknowledge-
ment. Once it has reached the outgoing stage again
then the trunking AVJ responsible passes it to connec-
tion control which passes out a message to Call Routing
which can then send out the outgoing IAM signal. This
illustration of the worm is in fact a main path which
shows the whole passage of a call set up. The call han-
dling that is encompassed on the AGR has taken into
account external and internal congestion. When the call
routing is a proxy call routing, i.e. the AGR were just
providing a connection entity, it is connection control's
responsibility to handle internal congestion, and the par-
ticular form of call routing or special services would take
into account their own means of determining external
congestion, for the signalling scheme in use, and the
handshake between Call Routing and connection con-
trol and the selection of the outgoing voice route, applies
equally to these proxy servers.
[0025] Figure 7 shows how the existing SS7 signalling
scheme can be used to signal messages to and from
the AGR network system. In figure 7, local exchange
LEA is a local exchange but it is also providing a signal-
ling transfer point for local exchange LEB, so that local
exchange LEB signals its messages through local ex-
change LEA. The AGR network system consists of
AGRs 41 to 44. one of which (41) is the incoming AGR.
[0026] Outgoing AGRs are illustrated just to illustrate
a means for balancing traffic load to local exchange LEC
which happens to be dual homed onto these two outgo-
ing AGRs. The local exchange LEA can select a desti-
nation point code. The LEA when it has performed digit
analysis on the call derives a destination point codes
(DPC) and from the destination point code derives par-
ticular signalling route and then a particular signalling
link set and a particular signalling link to reach the AGR
system layer MTP-3 (Message Transfer Part 3) whereby
to determine whether the messages are indeed for this
AGR, which from the DPC determines whether the mes-
sages are being forwarded to another exchange, either
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in the AGR system, or external to the AGR system, or
whether they have in fact been routed incorrectly. From
the destination point code and the originating point
code, the MPT-3 can tell whether to handle this mes-
sage internally, which is passed to the narrow band IS-
DN User Part (NIS UP), and determines whether the
message came from local exchange LEB or from local
exchange LEA, in which case it may be handled accord-
ingly, or whether the destination point code differs from
the AGR in this case, LEC, in which case there is an
STP function whereby messages are forwarded to
MTP3 in one of the outgoing AGRs using SAAL which
is the broadband signalling ATM adaptation layer. If the
destination point code and originating point code imply
a signalling route, the message is passed to N-ISUP,
which from the destination point code and the originating
point code associates that signalling route with a partic-
ular incoming voice route, and the CR entity that takes
the signalling messages and, by digit analysis, deter-
mines the possible set of destination point codes, i.e.
the point code implies a possible set of outgoing voice
routes that connect between the AGR network system
and destination NB exchanges which therefore implies
a possible set of outgoing AGRs which head-up those
voice routes. Once a choice of voice route has been
made with due consideration to load balancing, internal
congestion, to determine which is the outgoing AGR, a
similar scheme from Call Routing down through N-ISUP
down to MTP3 signals the outgoing exchange, for ex-
ample the local exchange LEC. Thus, the destination
point code of the AGR is now replaced with the destina-
tion point code of exchange LEC, the originating point
code is now replaced with that of the AGR network sys-
tem rather than exchange LEA or LEB. The destination
point code, will imply a particular voice route between
that originating point code and the new destination point
code, local exchange LEC which would imply a particu-
lar signalling route and therefore a particular signalling
link set.
[0027] Referring now to figure 8, this illustrates the
way in which call routing prioritises voice routes statical-
ly or dynamically according to network congestion sta-
tistics. Statically means a static prioritisation of route ac-
cording to the three tier network where there is a first
priority, a second priority and so on, or joint first priority,
and dynamically means the use of more advanced al-
gorithms such as dynamic call routing algorithms.
[0028] Call routing passes the set of potential desti-
nation AGRs to Connection Control. Connection Control
is aware of the topology of the AGR network system,
which AGRs are connected together by virtual trunk
groups. There may be more than one virtual trunk group
(VTG) between any given pair of AGRs. Therefore there
is a choice for load balancing between VTGs, but com-
bined with the candidate set of AGRs there could be
more than one VTG to choose from overall. Connection
control maps the set of AGRs onto the set of candidate
VTGs which are carried in virtual paths in the ATM

sense, referred to as virtual trunk routes, and connection
control can establish from the set of VTGs those voice
routes which are not reachable due to internal conges-
tion. By knowing the capacity available on the VTGs,
because these are dynamically sized, connection con-
trol knows from congestion criteria whether it can dilate
any particular VTG and what the greatest likelihood of
success will be for any given choice. This provides a
facility to block routes which are unreachable in the net-
work at the outset. By rejecting calls with as small
amount of processing as possible then, when the sys-
tem is heavily overloaded there is reduced processing
and signalling generated for calls which can not current-
ly be established across the network. By providing this
essentially negative feedback scheme, a call can be re-
jected at the periphery of the AGR network before an
abortive attempt to route the call across the network and
thus a high degree of carried traffic can be maintained.
Connection control does not necessarily know the pri-
oritisation of voice routes, but it will eliminate those voice
routes which are not reachable without actuary chang-
ing the priority and therefore it can achieve a load bal-
ancing capability with voice routes which are of equal
priority or may have changed their dynamic priority from
the call routing perspective. Call routing can thus select
one given route which has a high degree or certainty of
success and therefore need be only indirectly aware of
the internal resource availability.
[0029] A preferred AGR connection protocol stack is
illustrated by way of example in Figure 9.
[0030] Figure 10 shows the final stage of the path set
up process at which, having selected the outgoing cir-
cuit, with knowledge of the incoming circuit, the voice
path is now to be set up therebetween. Because the
AGRs have fixed topology, they have an inter-AGR
stage which is shown as zone B in this figure. This is the
VTG the virtual trunk group and intra-AGR which is the
Virtual Channel Junctor VCJ, which is for most purposes
identical to the VTG and works on substantially identical
principles. In this ATM based domain it is necessary to
connect from the trunking AVJs, which interface with
trunk circuits directly to intermediate stages which are
called grooming AVJs because they groom traffic from
and to the wide area (the inter-AGR traffic) and finally
to the trunking AVJ which is associated with circuit P.
The worm thus contains five identifying features which
are illustrated here as being, the outgoing circuit Q, the
next stage which identifies a grooming AVJ that will con-
nect us to our chosen VTG, which therefore implies a
particular VCJ, the VTG chosen by Connection Control
and the VCJ which will take us to the trunking AVJ which
interfaces directly with circuit P. By passing this worm
forward from controllers built into the AVJ, they can each
set up their connection maps to ensure that there is a
voice path continuously from circuit P to circuit Q in ei-
ther a unidirectional or a bidirectional scheme and that
could form a forward or a reverse voice path. Passing
the worm to and fro to one end and then back is a ready
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form of acknowledgement of the signalling scheme.
[0031] Figure 11 illustrates the functional topology of
the system and shows a method for achieving both load
balancing through a number different routes between
AGRs and also for providing physically diverse routes
for resilience purposes. Each AGR consists of trunking
AVJs, and grooming AVJs which interface to a wide area
network which has an ATM switch. This is a non-block-
ing ATM switch described earlier. Any local traffic in an
AGR would simply be passed between its trunking AVJs.
Any wide area network traffic would be passed to a
grooming AVJ for grooming on to a VTG. To achieve
physically diverse paths one must ensure that those
paths pass through a minimum of at least two switches
in the ATM network. These switches are the two VC
cross-connects shown and since a VTG is a virtual
channel connection, it can be cross-connected at the VC
level and by ensuring the ability to connect between any
pair of AGRs by passing through at least two VC cross-
connects in the network ensures a physically diverse
path because the crossconnects must be distinct, and
therefore use distinct ports, and therefore there is no
single point of failure on those routes. In the path be-
tween an AGR and a crossconnect there is a virtual
trunk route (VTR) which in ATM terms is a virtual path.
A VTR can pass through any number of intermediate
switches in the ATM network functioning as virtual path
cross-connects which have not been shown for clarity,
but logically it is a path from AGR to VC crossconnect
and whatever bandwidth is associated with the virtual
trunk route as it emanates from the AGR is identical to
the capacity it has arrives at the virtual crossconnect.
Thus each VTG and its potentially advantageous pur-
pose, which may be select or universal in application. A
VTR capacity monitor obtains remote VTR congestion
indication for any VTG that it comprises and congestion
indications of remote grooming capacity by identical
means and criteria from a remote VTR CU or remote
grooming AVJ, for any VTG it comprises, and it can sup-
ply Connection Control an overall preference by apply-
ing any type of weighted cost function to the local and
remote congestion indicators and Connection Control
can decide thereby the best routing policy with relatively
up-to-date local information and relatively out-of-date
advertised remote information prior to making any call
connection, to select a reachable voice route and then
forwarding the signalling remote AGR where its Con-
nection Control may re-examine the best VTG route
from the remote perspective, where it will have an up-
to-date picture of its own congestion and a relatively up-
to-date picture of the emanating AGR at the local end
and a more up-to-date picture at the point when the final
selection of VTG is made to send the worm back across
the network to complete the voice path connection..
[0032] As shown in figure 15, the scheme described
above with reference to figure 14 can be extended to
the provision of voice band processors in any given con-
nection. An example of this would be an echo canceller

or half echo canceller, where the exchange in its call
routing from the signalling will decide, because of the
length of the route, or other relevant criteria on a need
to apply echo cancellation for example because the call
has or will cross some certain delay budget. Because a
grooming AVJ has a natural loop back capability where
it simply is grooming aggregated local traffic for the wide
area network, there is traffic between its ATM domain
and its TDM domain and then being mapped back into
the ATM domain almost immediately, in performing the
grooming function. This traffic may be diverted most ad-
vantageously through a voice band processor, for ex-
ample a half echo canceller, connecting to the grooming
AVJs, this being the preferred embodiment although all
other placements of echo cancellers or voice bands in
the end to end connection may be applied in the ATM
or TDM domain. The capacity of the half echo cancel-
lers, because they operate by a paired user port and
network port, also represent a resource depleted by uti-
lisation. The grooming AVJ is aware of and controls the
maximum capacity of the half echo canceller to which it
is immediately attached, and during configuration is in-
formed which timeslots the echo canceller is connected
to. Because the grooming AVJ knows the identity of
those timeslots and whether they have a half echo can-
celler configured for them, it can automatically deter-
mine what the half echo canceller capacity is that is con-
nected to it, and it can report this together with its own
capacity to the VTR capacity monitor. In the United
States, inter-exchange carriers on some of their long-
routes always need half echo cancellers, but they have
a statistical distribution of the need for half echo cancel-
lers. One example would be 30% of all routes having a
need for half echo cancellers. By statistically distributing
half echo canceller capability across all the grooming
AVJs serving such routes, whatever grooming AVJ is
chosen there is a statistical chance of having half echo
canceller capability if it is necessary. This has the ad-
vantage over the use of dedicated grooming AVJs for
half echo cancellers by providing greater utilisation effi-
ciency and avoidance of resonance depletion through
fragmentation. Connection control may select a VTG
without congestion and satisfy the criteria of echo can-
celler resource if applicable. The half echo cancellers
can be readily enabled and disabled by simple loop back
control within the grooming AVJ which is another means
of inclusion or exclusion of the half echo canceller in the
path and this is the preferred means of accommodating
signalling schemes which introduce echo cancellers at
the outset of a call and then exclude them subsequently
through subsequent signalling to ensure optimal place-
ment closest to called party. The grooming AVJs can op-
timise this function by finding other timeslot means to
loop back which do not utilise the half echo canceller
resources. The VTR capacity monitor is thus a single
reference for all the resources necessary to connect a
particular voice path through the network system.
[0033] Referring now to figures 17 to 20, these show
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in sequence the means for actually setting up the voice
path between trunk circuits P and Q.
[0034] This incorporates a 5 part protocol for signal-
ling over to a cascade of an arbitrary number of multiple
stages, Each stage comprises an ingress and a egress
process defined with respect to the ATM domain, egress
being traffic that emanates from the ATM domain into
the TDM domain in all cases. The egress process keeps
a record of free channel timeslots and therefore dictates
where the offset in any given trunk group, VTG or VCJ
of a new channel is going to be by determining where a
free timeslot is in relation to the other active channels
already in the trunk group and therefore the offset into
that group when the new channel is added. A similar
process applies to the criteria for removal of an existing
channel from the trunk group. Using the offset the
egress process can signal to the ingress process which
is responsible for assembly of that trunk group into ATM
cells, and the ingress process is responsible for adding
the channel through the dynamic structure data transfer
function of our earlier patent, and the egress process
can detect the occurrence of changes in trunk group size
and therefore knows that the channel has been connect-
ed and can receive subsequently further changes on
that particular VTG or VCJ. This operation process, first-
ly is single threaded by VTG or VCJ, and the figure il-
lustrates the two parts of the process, firstly signalling
an offset from egress to ingress, and secondly making
the change to trunk group size, and forwarding the next
stage's offset as a fully pipelined process in a unidirec-
tional manner, in which, connecting a voice path in the
upstream direction from P to Q is achieved by signalling
in the reverse direction from Q to P which is a preferred
embodiment, because it minimises the signalling trans-
actions involved, but does not imply the exclusion of sig-
nalling in the same direction as the voice circuit and
moreover the unidirectional mechanism may be used to
effect a bi-directional mechanism by signalling first from
Q to P and then in an identical manner for the reverse
downstream voice path signalling from P to Q. Once an
egress process has signalled an ingress process, the
ingress process can transfer signalling to the egress
process in the same AVJ for example, the grooming AVJ
at stage 2 which in turn determines the offset it needs
for the VTG between stage 3 and 2 and signals to that
ingress process in stage 3 and so on through the sys-
tem. The offset may be embodied in a cell referred to as
a worm which passes to and fro to set up a bi-directional
voice path. Provision is made for AVJ stages 2, 3 and 4
to reject the connection because the congestion indica-
tion given by the VTR capacity monitor could be out of
date with respect to the true capacity status in any AVJ
because of delay race for-resource conditions in the
AGR network system. Therefore, a backtracking capa-
bility is built into the AVJ connection entities and provi-
sion is made for the means to function correctly in the
absence of an advertising mechanism in part or in total.
Provision is also made for correct operation in the ab-

sence of a VTR capacity monitor by a backtrack capa-
bility or similar recovery means. The AVJs at stages 1
and 2, may optionally have capability to send a digital
signature thereby guarding against any false simulation
of that identity intentionally or otherwise. This provides
a means of authentication such that each trunking AVJ
at the end of a communication path knows that it has
connected the voice path through to AGR network cor-
rectly providing analogous integrity checks in existing
narrow-band exchanges which have, for example, a ad-
ditional integrity pattern or other signalling schemes to
ensure proper cross-connection of narrow band chan-
nels through the fabric. We envisage sending a digital
signature for unambiguously identifying the identities of
the trunking AVJs at each end, and the circuits P and Q
prior to or subsequent to completion of the voice path,
in the bandwidth of that voice path on erection, or prior
to dissolution of that voice path in order to provide a
means to ensure continual integrity checking on opera-
tions pertaining to network connectivity. The grooming
AVJs are free to choose any free time slot in their con-
nection map. This need not be prescribed by the worm,
but the worm can be annotated with that information so
that connection control software can readily use the re-
turned worm acknowledgement to check that the AVJ
devices are performing the intended function. This is not
a strict requirement, there still being a means for discon-
nection of any trunk circuit Q from any trunk circuit P by
a voice path trace operation.
[0035] Figure 18 shows an example of the main con-
tents of the worm. At the top of the diagram are illustrat-
ed functional stages in which TID means Trunking Iden-
tity, GID means Grooming Identity and the suffix denotes
the local and remote ends. The remote end AGR is the
incoming end of the call, and the local end is the outgo-
ing end of the call since the worm begins at the outgoing
end. The incoming half echo canceller and the outgoing
half echo canceller, are positioned relative to the respec-
tive ends of the call. The incoming side is the left hand
side, the remote side, because call routing forwarded
messages to the right hand side and the preferred em-
bodiment is to send information in the backwards direc-
tion initially to minimise transactions. The items in heavy
type are those items which are necessary to connect a
unique path through the system It should be noted here
that the remote trunking time slot P and the remote
trunking AVJ identity can be forwarded from the remote
end as part of a call routing signalling message and no
other topology information regarding the remote AGR is
required. For example, under fault or maintenance a re-
mote AGR could independently change its configura-
tion, and the information forwarded need only be valid
on a call-by-call basis. There is a window of opportunity
of call-by-call resolution for making configuration chang-
es without affecting any other calls in progress in the
system. The trunking AVJ ID at the local end, the trunk-
ing time slot and the grooming identity which heads the
selected VTG are all locally stored topological informa-
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tion. The inclusion or exclusion of echo cancellers is a
call-by-call decision process. The central part of figure
18 shows that in the AGR network system which con-
nects to peripheral exchanges, any signalling for inci-
sion or exclusion of incoming or outgoing echo cancel-
lers is associated with the respective side of the call, the
exchange on the local side only affects incoming echo
cancellers. The exchange on the remote side can be ar-
ranged to signal only for outgoing half echo cancellers
and this avoids the need to store any information or con-
figuration supervision of echo cancellers in the remote
AGR. and local information need be retained during the
lifetime and dissolution of a call. The lower portion of
figure 18 shows three main types of worm operation
namely, the connect, the disconnect and the modify
commands. The connect command is for setting up the
initial voice path and the items which are greyed out are
those which can be annotated by the grooming AVJs
and stored by connection control if necessary, but which
are not absolutely necessary for the system operation.
In total these comprise an indication of inclusion or ex-
clusion half echo cancellers and a specification of the
exact route that the voice path should take. This facili-
tates the setting up of point to multi-point connections
in the AGR network system. The disconnect command
can optionally include the local information which is cir-
cled in the figure. In a point-to-multi-point connection,
then this information would be needed to specify unam-
biguously the grooming AVJ identity and there may be
more than one voice path through that same grooming
AVJ, distinguished by the grooming time slots, which
must be passed back from the original connect mes-
sage. In a point-to-point connection using for example
SS7 signalling, these circled pieces of information are
not necessary because any time slot P to any other time
slot Q has just one unique connection. A disconnect ion
can be facilitated by a bare minimum of information of
just one end of the connection, for example timeslot Q,
and both are not necessary to be known as described
herein. The notepad area is used for annotation as the
worm is passed forward, for example to hold the offset
into the trunk group between each successive AVJ
stage. It is distinct from the annotated information
uniquely identifying the voice path such as the choice of
a grooming time slot. The modify command is associat-
ed with further subsequent inclusion or exclusion of
echo cancellers in the voice path, which is just one spe-
cific example of path modification, all types of modifica-
tion are envisaged, in this particular case it may be de-
sirable to move a grooming time slot away from a half
echo canceller device to a grooming time slot which is
a simple loop-back function or vice versa, to free up re-
sources by inverting the original echo canceller indica-
tion with an optional facility to specify the grooming time
slot and the worm could be subsequently annotated with
the new time slot, specifying at minimum, the thinking
time slot, the grooming AVJ identity, the indication of half
echo canceller, and for point-to-multipoint connections

above the grooming time slots and the VTG.
[0036] Figure 19 shows the way in which a voice path
is traced through the AGR network system. The trunking
time slot is common to both the ingress and the egress
process for a both-way circuit, and is readily available
in the TDM domain. Hence the trunking time slot for both
ingress and egress processes with respect to the ATM
is known such that, at step 1, the trunking timeslot loca-
tion in the egress connection map contains a particular
VCJ identity and the connection entity for that VCJ the
offset of that trunking time slot in the VCJ trunk group,
Trunking Time Slot (T.TS) in the upstream direction.
That offset can be passed to the next AVJ stage, the
grooming AVJ. Since VCJs are configured as recipro-
cating pairs, at step 2, knowing the upstream VCJ also
means knowing the downstream VCJ. The ingress proc-
ess can then, from the VCJ connection map, determine
the offset of the trunking time slot T.T.S (step 3) in that
particular VCJ, the offset downstream, offset D. (step 4)
The offset of the upstream and the downstream direc-
tion in the trunking AVJ have now been determined and
can be passed by signalling as described above to the
grooming AVJ in the next stage of the connection. At the
grooming AVJ, from the offset in the upstream direction
in the given VCJ, the ingress process at step 2 can de-
termine the grooming timeslot in the upstream direction
(step 3) which is the timeslot used in the upstream di-
rection on the VCJ side and on the VTG side. From the
grooming timeslot in the upstream direction the egress
process can determine the VTG from the contents of the
location in the map and in an identical manner to the
trunking AVJ stage, can determine the offset of that
grooming timeslot in the VTG trunk group, the offset in
the upstream direction (step 3). From the offset in the
downstream the egress process can determine the par-
ticular grooming timeslot in the downstream trunk group
that occurs at that offset (step 5) and consequently from
complementary pair of the upstream VTG, it determines
the downstream VTG at step 4. The ingress process can
thus determine the offset in the downstream direction of
that grooming timeslot in that particular downstream
VTG also at step 5, and thus the offset in the down-
stream direction and the offset in the upstream direction
can be signalled to the next grooming or trunking stage,
and the process can continue in a cascade in a similar
manner so as to determine the complete voice path
through to the trunk circuit P at the remote end. This
provides resilience of the system, for as long as the
hardware is reliable. Even where the software could be
largely out-of-date, it could always recover the hardware
state and determine what voice paths are established
in the network, and resume full operation subsequently.
[0037] Figure 20 shows the overview of the whole
wormhole protocol. Step 1 shows the ITU SS7 mes-
sage, i.e. the IAM message identifying trunk circuit P.
This also contains dialled digits which call routing proc-
esses, determines the voice route by consideration for
external congestion and a prioritised set of external
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voice routes (step 2) which it passes to connection con-
trol at step 3. Connection control checks the internal
congestion from the VTR capacity monitors and, if nec-
essary, (step 4), connection control may also initiate any
SS7 loop back continuity checks on trunk circuit P or
any other type of continuity check appropriate to the sig-
nalling system employed. Connection control eliminates
those routes which are unreachable through internal
congestion and puts forward its preferred route for load
balancing where there is an equal external voice route.
Call routing determines the final choice of voice route
and forwards the message. At step 5 the outgoing call
routing selects the outgoing trunk circuit and resolves
any glare (contention for trunk circuits that may be com-
ing in from its own incoming process on this AGR). Once
the circuit is selected, connection control checks internal
congestion again through the VTR capacity monitors
and makes a final selection of the VTG that connects
the associated pair of AGRs and creates a worm which
comprises sufficient topological information to connect
trunk circuit Q to trunk circuit P via the chosen VTG and
forwards this at step 7 to the connection entity inside the
trunking AVJ hosting Q, which may also initiate a conti-
nuity check or any other scheme provided by the signal-
ling system on trunk circuit Q step 8. The worm is passed
forward through the grooming AVJ stages which may
optionally include or exclude half echo cancellers in this
path initially, and they may be excluded at any later
stage by a modified worm. The grooming AVJ forwards
the worm through the VTG to the remote AGR on the
incoming side (step 9) which connects the path through
to trunk circuit P and also then passes the worm back
in the reverse direction (step 10) to set up in the reverse
direction. As a form of acknowledgement, the annotated
information as to what the path was in the worm infor-
mation is stored in connection control at both ends so
that the path can be torn down from either end using any
of the existing schemes in the signalling system. Once
the worm has passed back to the outgoing side it is
passed back to connection control and call routing which
will then signal an outgoing IAM message (step 11) so
as to enable through-connections which are shown as
switches in figure 20. It thus facilitates the connection
of a voice path through this single large distributed ex-
change system. Step 12 is an optional stage to check
the integrity of the voice path to enable the through con-
nection and the outgoing IAM message.
[0038] The arrangement and method described pro-
vide for the distribution of the exchange in terms of its
fabric and its control and its enabling technologies with
reference to the dynamic structure data transfer. There
is uncommitted bandwidth within the fabric and conse-
quently routing decisions can be fully independent of the
operation of this distributed fabric. The distributed fabric
can, because of this unallocated bandwidth use sepa-
rate connections to the control layer for establishing the
connections through the fabric and this in no way com-
promises external decisions that are made except when

an overload situation is encountered. An advertising
process provides knowledge of the distributed fabric.
This includes local knowledge about a remote site such
that routing decisions can be made and modified where
necessary so as to reject traffic at source. The dynamic
trunking enables the separation of call routing and con-
nection control. The arrangement also provides a
means of ensuring stability under overload situations
and minimising the cost of handling traffic which would
be rejected by destinations.
[0039] The separation of call routing and connection
control together with advertising the system status en-
sures a wide range of scalability so that the application
of dynamic trunking technology provides scalability in a
traffic sense. Further, the separation of call routing and
connection control provides a distributed computing en-
vironment which is scaleable and managed by this ad-
vertisement resource. Because the distributed ex-
change manages its own internal traffic, effectively it
provides means for balancing that traffic to the fabric
and makes its own internal routing decisions. Once that
network grows through its scalability, a local exchange
can dual home on to it and allow it to make its own rout-
ing decisions. The local exchange does not have to
make any individual routing decisions to a variety of traf-
fic exchanges. The separation further provides a facility
to support a wide range of services using other signal-
ling schemes. The fabric provides a connection engine
that can accommodate a wide variety of signalling pro-
tocols appropriate for the type of service to be provided
and that can set up connections.
[0040] The full knowledge of the network connectivity
and the release of resources can be enabled by any
node within the network, as it can trace through all con-
nections from any starting point. This can be used to
support failure recovery.
[0041] It will be appreciated that although the arrange-
ment and method have been described above with par-
ticular reference to current standard protocols, such as
SS7 signalling, it is in no way limited to the use of these
particular protocols.

Claims

1. A telecommunications system, including an asyn-
chronous transfer mode ATM network, and a plural-
ity of adaptive grooming routers coupled to the net-
work, wherein the adaptive grooming routers each
provide the functionality of a single fabric switch
(SFS) arranged to adapt narrow-band traffic to and
from the ATM adaptation layer, and wherein the
adaptive grooming routers comprise a group adapt-
ed to function as a single distributed or virtual transit
exchange whereby in use to set up narrow band
connections across the ATM network.

2. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
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1, wherein a plurality of local exchanges are cou-
pled to the network and wherein the local exchang-
es are dual homed to the network.

3. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
2, wherein the network incorporates means for load
balancing of traffic originating from the local ex-
changes.

4. A telecommunications system as claimed in any
one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the virtual transit ex-
change comprising the AGRs incorporates inde-
pendent connection control and call routing func-
tions.

5. A telecommunications system as claimed in 4,
wherein the call routing function is adapted to per-
form a selection of potential voice routes and to pri-
oritise that selection.

6. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
5, wherein said prioritisation is performed from an
assessment of congestion of said potential voice
routes.

7. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
4, 5 or 6, wherein the service and connection as-
pects of the connection control function are sepa-
rated whereby to facilitate support of advanced
services and a plurality of connection models.

8. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
5, 6 or 7, wherein said call routing function incorpo-
rates means for determining availability of a desti-
nation and for rejecting at source traffic to that des-
tination in the event that the destination is unavail-
able.

9. A telecommunications system as claimed in any
one of the preceding claims and incorporating
means for providing a narrow band multicast func-
tion.

10. A telecommunications system as claimed in any
one of the preceding claims and incorporating
means for voice path tracing whereby to effect fail-
ure recovery.

11. An ATM telecommunications system, as claimed in
claim 1 wherein the adaptive grooming routers com-
prise a group adapted to function as a distributed
virtual transit exchange and having means for de-
termining the current traffic status of the system
whereby to effect routing of narrow band traffic
across the system.

12. A telecommunications system as claimed in claim
1, including an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)

network having uncommitted bandwidth, and a plu-
rality of adaptive grooming routers (AGR) coupled
to the network, wherein the adaptive grooming rout-
ers each provide the functionality of a single fabric
switch (SFS) arranged to adapt narrow-band traffic
to and from the ATM adaptation layer, wherein the
AGRs comprise a group adapted to function as a
virtual transit exchange whose fabric and control
are distributed over the group, wherein the the vitual
transit exchange comprising the AGRs incorpo-
rates independent connection control and call rout-
ing functions, and wherein the system incorporates
means for determining the current system status
whereby in use to set up narrow band connections
across the ATM network based on that status de-
termination.

13. A method of routing narrow band traffic in a ATM
telecommunications system comprising a distribut-
ed vitrual transit exchange as claimed in claim 11,
the method including the step of determining the
current traffic status of the said system whereby to
effect said narrow band traffic routing.

14. A method of routing telecommunications traffic in a
system, including an asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) network having uncommitted bandwidth, and
a plurality of adaptive grooming routers (AGR) cou-
pled to the ATM network, , wherein the adaptive
grooming routers each provide the functionality of
a single fabric switch (SFS) arranged to adapt nar-
row-band traffic to and from the ATM adaptation lay-
er, and wherein the AGRs comprise a group adapt-
ed,to function as a virtual transit exchange whose
fabric and control are distributed over the group, the
method including the step of determining the cur-
rent system status whereby to set up narrow band
connections across the ATM network based on that
status determination.

15. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein a plurality
of local exchanges are dual homed to the network.

16. A method as claimed in claim 14 or 15, wherein a
set of potential voice routes are determined for a
connection and wherein a prioritisation of said
routes is performed from an assessment of conges-
tion of said potential voice routes.

17. A method as claimed in claim 16, wherein the avail-
ability of a destination is determined and traffic to
that destination is rejected at source in the event
that the destination is unavailable.

Patentansprüche

1. Telekommunikationssystem, das ein asynchrones
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Übertragungsbetriebsart-ATM-Netzwerk und eine
Anzahl von adaptiven Dienstetrennungs-Routern
einschließt, die mit dem Netzwerk gekoppelt sind,
wobei die adaptiven Dienstetrennungs-Router je-
weils die Funktionalität einer Einzelstruktur-Vermitt-
lung (SFS) bereitstellen und angeordnet sind, um
Schmalbandverkehr zu und von der ATM-Anpas-
sungsschicht anzupassen, und wobei die adaptiven
Dienstetrennungs-Router eine Gruppe umfassen,
die so ausgebildet ist, dass sie als eine einzige ver-
teilte oder virtuelle Durchgangsvermittlung wirken,
wodurch im Gebrauch Schmalbandverbindungen
über das ATM-Netzwerk aufgebaut werden.

2. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1, bei
dem eine Vielzahl von Ortsvermittlungen mit dem
Netzwerk gekoppelt ist, und bei dem die Ortsver-
mittlungen mit dem Netzwerk doppelverbunden
(dual homed) sind.

3. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2, bei
dem das Netzwerk Einrichtungen zum Lastaus-
gleich von Verkehr beinhaltet, das von den Ortsver-
mittlungen ausgeht.

4. Telekommunikationssystem nach einem der An-
sprüche 1-3, bei dem die virtuelle Durchgangsver-
mittlung, die die AGR's umfasst, unabhängige Ver-
bindungssteuerungs- und Verbindungs-Weglen-
kungsfunktionen beinhaltet.

5. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 4, bei
dem die Verbindungs-Weglenkungsfunktion zur
Ausführung einer Auswahl von möglichen Sprache-
Routen und zur Prioritätensetzung dieser Auswahl
ausgebildet ist.

6. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 5, bei
dem die Prioritätensetzung auf der Grundlage einer
Abschätzung einer Überlastung der möglichen
Sprache-Routen ausgeführt wird.

7. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 4, 5
oder 6, bei dem die Dienste- und Verbindungs-
aspekte der Verbindungssteuerungsfunktion von-
einander getrennt sind, wodurch die Unterstützung
von weiter entwickelten Diensten und einer Vielzahl
von Verbindungsmodellen erleichtert wird.

8. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 5, 6
oder 7, bei dem die Verbindungs-Weglenkungs-
funktion Einrichtungen zur Feststellung der Verfüg-
barkeit eines Ziels und zur Zurückweisung von Ver-
kehr zu diesem Ziel an der Quelle in dem Fall be-
inhaltet, dass das Ziel nicht verfügbar ist.

9. Telekommunikationssystem nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, das Einrichtungen zur

Bereitstellung einer Schmalband-Sammelsende-
funktion beinhaltet.

10. Telekommunikationssystem nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, das Einrichtungen zur
Sprachepfad-Verfolgung beinhaltet, um auf diese
Weise eine Fehler-Wiederherstellung zu bewirken.

11. ATM-Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch
1, bei dem die adaptiven Dienstetrennungs-Router
eine Gruppe bilden, die so ausgebildet ist, dass sie
als verteilte virtuelle Durchgangsvermittlung wirkt
und Einrichtungen zur Feststellung des derzeitigen
Verkehrsstatus des Systems aufweist, um auf diese
Weise die Weglenkung von Schmalbandverkehr
über das System hinweg zu bewirken.

12. Telekommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1, das
ein asynchrones Übertragungsbetriebsart- (ATM-)
Netzwerk einschließt, das eine ungebundene
Bandbreite aufweist, sowie eine Vielzahl von adap-
tiven Dienstetrennungs-Routern (AGR), die mit
dem Netzwerk gekoppelt sind, wobei die adaptiven
Dienstetrennungs-Router jeweils die Funktionalität
einer Einzelstruktur-Vermittlung (SFS) bereitstel-
len, die so angeordnet ist, dass sie Schmalbandver-
kehr zu und von der ATM-Anpassungsschicht an-
passt, wobei die AGR's eine Gruppe bilden, die zur
Wirkung als virtuelle Durchgangsvermittlung aus-
gebildet ist, deren Struktur und Steuerung über die
Gruppe verteilt sind, wobei die virtuelle Durch-
gangsvermittlung, die die AGR's umfasst, unabhän-
gige Verbindungssteuerungs- und Verbindungs-
Weglenkungsfunktionen beinhaltet, und wobei das
System Einrichtungen zur Feststellung des derzei-
tigen Systemstatus beinhaltet, wodurch im Ge-
brauch Schmalbandverbindungen über das
ATM-Netzwerk auf der Grundlage dieser Status-
Feststellung aufgebaut werden.

13. Verfahren zur Weglenkung von Schmalbandver-
kehr in einem ATM-Telekommunikationssystem,
das eine verteilte virtuelle Durchgangsvermittlung
nach Anspruch 11 umfasst, wobei das Verfahren
den Schritt der Feststellung des derzeitigen Ver-
kehrsstatus des genannten Systems einschließt,
wodurch die Schmalband-Verkehrs-Weglenkung
bewirkt wird.

14. Verfahren zur Weglenkung von Telekommunikati-
onsverkehr in einem System, das ein asynchrones
Übertragungsbetriebsart- (ATM-) Netzwerk ein-
schließt, das ungebundene Bandbreite aufweist,
sowie eine Vielzahl von adaptiven Dienstetren-
nungs-Routern (AGR), die mit dem ATM-Netzwerk
gekoppelt sind, wobei die adaptiven Dienstetren-
nungs-Router jeweils die Funktionalität einer Ein-
zelstruktur-Vermittlung (SFS) bereitstellen, die so
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angeordnet ist, dass sie Schmalbandverkehr zu
und von der ATM-Anpassungsschicht anpasst, und
wobei die AGR's eine Gruppe bilden, die zur Funk-
tion als eine virtuelle Durchgangsvermittlung aus-
gebildet ist, deren Struktur und Steuerung über die
Gruppe verteilt ist, wobei das Verfahren den Schritt
der Feststellung des derzeitigen Systemstatus ein-
schließt, um auf diese Weise Schmalbandverbin-
dungen über das ATM-Netzwerk auf der Grundlage
dieser Statusinformation aufzubauen.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, bei dem eine Vielzahl
von Ortsvermittlungen mit dem Netzwerk doppel-
verbunden sind.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14 oder 15, bei dem ein
Satz von möglichen Sprache-Routen für eine Ver-
bindung bestimmt wird, und bei dem eine Prioritä-
tensetzung der Routen auf der Grundlage einer Ab-
schätzung der Überlastung der möglichen Spra-
che-Routen ausgeführt wird.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, bei dem die Verfüg-
barkeit eines Ziels bestimmt wird und der Verkehr
zu diesem Ziel an der Quelle in dem Fall zurückge-
wiesen wird, dass das Ziel nicht verfügbar ist.

Revendications

1. Un système de télécommunication, incluant un ré-
seau à mode de transfert asynchrone ou ATM, et
une multiplicité de routeurs d'agrégation de flux
adaptatifs couplés au réseau, dans lequel chaque
routeur d'agrégation de flux adaptatif procure la
fonctionnalité d'un commutateur à une seule matri-
ce de commutation (SFS pour "Single Fabric
Switch") conçu pour adapter du trafic à bande étroi-
te entrant dans la couche d'adaptation ATM et sor-
tant de celle-ci, et dans lequel les routeurs d'agré-
gation de flux adaptatifs comprennent un groupe
adapté pour fonctionner comme un seul centre de
commutation de transit réparti ou virtuel pour ainsi
établir, pendant l'utilisation, des connexions à ban-
de étroite à travers le réseau ATM.

2. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel une multiplicité de centres
de commutation locaux sont couplés au réseau, et
dans lequel les centres de commutation locaux ont
une double localisation dans le réseau.

3. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le réseau comprend un
moyen pour l'équilibrage de charge du trafic prove-
nant des centres de commutation locaux.

4. Un système de télécommunication selon l'une quel-

conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le
centre de commutation de transit virtuel compre-
nant les routeurs d'agrégation de flux adaptatifs (ou
AGR pour "Adaptive Grooming Router") comporte
des fonctions de commande de connexion et de
routage d'appel indépendantes.

5. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 4, dans lequel la fonction de routage d'ap-
pel est adaptée pour effectuer une sélection de rou-
tes vocales potentielles et pour définir une priorité
pour cette sélection.

6. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 5, dans lequel la définition de priorité est
effectuée à partir d'une évaluation de congestion
des routes vocales potentielles.

7. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 4, 5 ou 6, dans lequel les aspects de ser-
vice et de connexion de la fonction de commande
de connexion sont séparés, pour faciliter ainsi le
support de services perfectionnés et d'une multipli-
cité de modèles de connexion.

8. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 5, 6 ou 7, dans lequel la fonction de routage
d'appel comprend un moyen pour déterminer la dis-
ponibilité d'une destination et pour rejeter à la sour-
ce du trafic dirigé vers cette destination dans le cas
où la destination est indisponible.

9. Un système de télécommunication selon l'une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes et compre-
nant un moyen pour procurer une fonction de mul-
tidiffusion à bande étroite.

10. Un système de télécommunication selon l'une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes et compre-
nant un moyen pour le traçage de chemin vocal,
pour effectuer ainsi une reprise sur défaillance.

11. Un système de télécommunication ATM selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel les routeurs d'agrégation
de flux adaptatifs comprennent un groupe adapté
pour fonctionner comme un centre de commutation
de transit virtuel et ayant un moyen pour déterminer
l'état de trafic présent du système, pour effectuer
ainsi un routage de trafic à bande étroite à travers
le système.

12. Un système de télécommunication selon la reven-
dication 1, incluant un réseau à mode de transfert
asynchrone (ATM) ayant une largeur de bande non
attribuée, et une multiplicité de routeurs d'agréga-
tion de flux adaptatifs (AGR pour "Adaptative Groo-
ming Router") couplés au réseau, dans lequel cha-
que routeur d'agrégation de flux adaptatif procure
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la fonctionnalité d'un commutateur à une seule ma-
trice de commutation (SFS pour "Single Fabric
Switch") conçu pour adapter du trafic à bande étroi-
te dirigé vers la couche d'adaptation ATM et prove-
nant de celle-ci, dans lequel les AGR comprennent
un groupe adapté pour fonctionner comme un cen-
tre de commutation de transit virtuel dont la matrice
de commutation et la commande sont réparties sur
le groupe, dans lequel le centre de commutation de
transit virtuel comprenant les AGR comporte des
fonctions de commande de connexion et de routage
d'appel indépendantes, et dans lequel le système
comporte un moyen pour déterminer l'état de sys-
tème présent, pour ainsi établir, pendant l'utilisa-
tion, des connexions à bande étroite à travers le ré-
seau ATM, sur la base de cette détermination d'état.

13. Un procédé de routage de trafic à bande étroite
dans un système de télécommunication ATM com-
prenant un centre de commutation de transit virtuel
réparti selon la revendication 11, le procédé in-
cluant l'étape de détermination de l'état de trafic
présent du système, pour effectuer ainsi le routage
de trafic à bande étroite.

14. Un procédé de routage de trafic de télécommunica-
tion dans un système, incluant un réseau à mode
de transfert asynchrone (ATM) ayant de la largeur
de bande non attribuée, et une multiplicité de rou-
teurs d'agrégation de flux adaptatifs (AGR pour
"Adaptative Grooming Router") couplés au réseau
ATM, dans lequel chaque routeur d'agrégation de
flux adaptatif procure la fonctionnalité d'un commu-
tateur à une seule matrice de commutation (SFS
pour "Single Fabric Switch") conçu pour adapter du
trafic à bande étroite dirigé vers la couche d'adap-
tation ATM et provenant de celle-ci, et dans lequel
les AGR comprennent un groupe adapté pour fonc-
tionner comme un centre de commutation de transit
virtuel dont la matrice de commutation et la com-
mande sont réparties sur le groupe, le procédé in-
cluant l'étape de détermination de l'état de système
présent, pour établir ainsi des connexions à bande
étroite à travers le réseau ATM sur la base de cette
détermination d'état.

15. Un procédé selon la revendication 14, dans lequel
une multiplicité de centres de commutation locaux
ont une double localisation dans le réseau.

16. Un procédé selon la revendication 14 ou 15, dans
lequel un ensemble de routes vocales potentielles
sont déterminées pour une connexion, et dans le-
quel un classement de ces routes selon un ordre de
priorité est effectué à partir d'une évaluation de con-
gestion des routes vocales potentielles.

17. Un procédé selon la revendication 16, dans lequel

la disponibilité d'une destination est déterminée, et
du trafic dirigé vers cette destination est rejeté à la
source dans le cas où la destination est indisponi-
ble.
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